Core level study of alanine and threonine.
Core level X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra of alanine and threonine in the gas phase have been measured at the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen K edges and interpreted in the light of theoretical calculations. For the computations, a set of approximations is made which allows sufficiently accurate calculations of several conformers to be performed in reasonable computing time. The accuracy has been checked by comparing results obtained for proline to our previous, higher level calculations. The photoemission spectra at the carbon and oxygen edges are assigned and compared. The nitrogen 1s photoemission peaks show anomalous broadening which we relate to the populations and types of conformers. The carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra of alanine and threonine are compared with our previous data on glycine and resonances assigned accordingly. The nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS spectra of alanine and threonine do not show measurable effects due to the population of conformers, in contrast to the photoemission results. At the oxygen K edge, the spectra of these amino acids are similar with two prominent peaks assigned to transitions of O 1s electrons from the oxo and hydroxyl groups to vacant pi* and sigma* orbitals and additional intensity for threonine due to the second OH group. Conformer effects are observable in photoemission but appear to be more difficult to resolve in photoabsorption. We explain this by energetic shifts of opposite sign for the core hole states and unoccupied orbitals, which causes partial cancelation in NEXAFS but not in photoemission.